
Bunny Egg Cozy – Free Crochet Pattern

For this project you will be using small amounts of yarn. The body takes less than 
50 yards of Worsted weight yarn. Rest only bits of white and black, if you have 
balls of scraps around, this is a great project for you! You will need a 4mm hook , 
or if in the US you can use a G hook. Its a 4.25mm hook for us, so your egg cozy 
will come out slightly bigger than mine. Also you will need a tapestry needle for 
sewing.

Ch = chain
sl st = slip stitch
SC = single crochet
HDC = Half Double Crochet
HDC FP = Half double crochet Front Post
HDC BP = Half double crochet Back Post
sts = stitches

Making the Body

To start: ch 21

Round 1 

HDC into 2nd ch from hook and in rest of 20 sts. Then pivot your work and start 
working in the bottom stitches. Start but doing another HDC into last stitch 



worked and continue down the bottom stitches until you have 20 sts. You should 
have 40 stitches total now. Place a marker in the beginning stitch.

Rounds 2 – 5

working in one continuous round, HDC in all 40 sts around for the next 4 rounds. 
When you get to the end of round 5, sl st into beginning st.

Rounds 6 – 9

ch 1, * HDC FP on post of first stitch, then HDC BP onto post of next stitch * 
repeat what is in between *'s for rest of round.  At the end of a round, sl st into 
top if first HDC FP and chain 1 and repeat what is in between *'s after round 9, sl 
st into last stitch, ch 1 cut yarn. Work in tail.

Making the Tail

Wrap the yarn around 3 fingers 10 times. Leaving a long tail, cut your yarn. Take 
it off your fingers and TIGHTLY wrap it around the opposite direction 3 times 
forming a bow. Take your hook and insert it under the tight wrap you just did and 
pull the tail through just enough to make a loop, pull tail through this new loop to 
tighten.  



Sewing Tips

When sewing on the tail, go in through the back top corner stitch from the top 
and then come back up through the middle of the tight wrapping. Repeat at least 
3 more times, tie knot inside the cozy.

Making the Whiskers

Repeat what you did when making the tail, only difference is wrap it around only 



3 times. Don't forget to make sure you leave enough tail to sew onto your egg 
cozy.

Sewing Tips

I waited until I had the eyes and nose made, then I found a good spot just behind 
the nose to pull the whiskers in. Leaving the knot in the middle and my loops on 
either side of his face. Then I cut the loops.

Making the Ears – Make Two

With White – ch 7, sc into second ch from hook and next 5 sts. 6 sts total.

Attach your Pink – and ch 1 and turn your ear where you are facing the back of 
it. Sc same stitch and in next 5, sc 3 into tip, then sc 1 in the next 5 stitches 
along other side. Ch 1, cut yarn leaving a long tail to use to sew onto your egg 
cozy.



Making the Eyes

With Black – remember you will be looking at it from the side so you need to 
make sure the eyes are shown well from the sides and front. Using your Tapestry 
needle, thread a long tail of black, tie a knot on other side. Then doing you best 
to find a good spot, starting from inside the cozy, come out and back into another 
stitch. Do this a few times, always going back into original stitch.



Making the Nose

With your Black yarn -sing your Tapestry needle, thread a long tail of black, tie a 
knot on other side. Then doing you best to find a good spot for the bottom of the 
nose, starting from inside the cozy, come out and back into another stitch 
diagonally. Do this this again going diagonal the other direction, always going 
back into original stitch. Do this 4 or 5 times to fill in center of nose, working your 
way right to left. 
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